Abstract-Remote sensing textual image classification technology has been the hottest topic in the filed of remote sensing. Texture is the most helpful symbol for image classification. In common, there are complex terrain types and multiple texture features are extracted for classification, in addition; there is noise in the remote sensing images and the single classifier is hard to obtain the optimal classification results. Integration of multiple classifiers is able to make good use of the characteristics of different classifiers and improve the classification accuracy in the largest extent. In the paper, based on the diversity measurement of the base classifiers, J48 classifier, IBk classifier, sequential minimal optimization (SMO) classifier, Naive Bayes classifier and multilayer perceptron (MLP) classifier are selected for ensemble learning. In order to evaluate the influence of our proposed method, our approach is compared with the five base classifiers through calculating the average classification accuracy. Experiments on five UCI data sets and remote sensing image data sets are performed to testify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Remote sensing image mining or classification is one of the most important methods of extracting land cover information on the Earth [1] . Different from standard alphanumeric mining, image mining or classification is very difficult because images data are unstructured [2] . There are two main image classification techniques, unsupervised image classification and supervised image classification. As for supervised image classification, first, the user selects representative samples called training set for each land cover classes, then a learning classifier is trained by a set of given training data set which contains a lot of training samples, in the end, the trained classifier will be utilized for practical application. In each training samples, there are a low-level feature vector and its related class label. The trained classifier is able to distinguish unknown low-level feature vectors into a class which has been trained. Several classifiers like Maximum Likelihood Classifier, Minimum Distance Classifier has been used for image classification [3] .
With the development of remote sensing technology, the spatial and spectral resolution of remote sensing images has been getting higher and higher [4] . It presents new challenges to remote sensing image classification and requires the development of new data classification methods. Many new classification methods such as spectral information divergence, object oriented paradigm appeared [5] . To a certain extent, these classifiers or classification strategy can improve the classification accuracy; however, different classifiers have their own characteristics.
For different applications, the performance of classification is not identical [6] . Some of the samples are wrongly classified by one classifier while these samples may be correctly labeled by another classifier, which indicates that there is complementarity between the classifiers. It is difficult to design a powerful model for classifying remote sensing image because the model should not only have main discrimination information of remote sensing image and it should be robust to its variations at the same time.
As a result, only improving traditional methods to achieve robust classification is not always feasible. In 1998, Duin et al. proposed combining multiple classifiers to enhance classification performance of a single classifier [7] . That is, the combination of classifiers is able to amend the errors made by a single classifier on distinct parts of the input space. It is conceivable that the performance of combining multiple classifiers is better than one of the base classifiers used in isolation [8] . The emergence of ensemble learning provides a new research idea for solving the problem of strong correlation and redundancy exists in the bands. Hanson et al. firstly proposed the concept of neural network ensemble [9] . They proved that, the generalization ability of learning systems could be significantly improved through the training of multiple neural networks. In 2011, multiple classifiers ensemble was applied to face recognition [10] . At the same year, support vector machine (SVM) was used as the base classifier to recognize the facial expression [11] . As is known, texture is a vital characteristics for remote sensing image interpretation. However, texture often changes in orientation, scale or other visual appearance thus it is hard to be accurately described by use of a single mathematical model. Generally, several descriptors will utilized for classifying textures, which may improve the classification accuracy and lead to classification difficulty in the meantime.
In the paper, based on the diversity measurement of the base classifiers, J48 classifier, IBk classifier, sequential minimal optimization (SMO) classifier, Naive Bayes In order to evaluate the influence of our proposed method, our approach is compared with the five base classifiers through calculating the average classification accuracy. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the ensemble learning. In Section 3, the selection of base classifiers and the proposed method is described in detail. The effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated in Section 4 by experiments on several public data sets from UCI machine learning repository and real remote sensing images. Finally, Section 5 draws the conclusion from the experimental results.
II. OVERVIEW OF ENSEMBLE LEARNING
In a narrow sense, ensemble learning just uses the same type of learners to learn the same problem. For example, we can put all the learners as support vector machine or neural network classifiers. In a broad sense, a variety of learners are applied to solve the problem, which could be also considered as ensemble learning.
The following is the idea of ensemble learning. In general, when learning new examples, the idea of ensemble learning is integrating multiple individual learners and the result is determined by combining the results of multiple learners in order to achieve better performance than a single learner [12] . If considered the single learner as a decision maker, ensemble learning is considered as the decision which is made by a number of decision-makers.
With combining k base classifiers, 12 There are three methods considered in the theoretical guidance to ensemble learning: 1) Sample set reconstruction. 2) Feature level reconstruction. 3) Output variable reconstruction. The way to employ ensemble learning has two steps usually. The first step is to obtain individual models through producing several training subset. The second step is to use the synthesis technology to get the final results on the individual output through the third methods.
Dietterich expounded why an ensemble learner is superior to a single model in three ways [13] . Usually from a statistical perspective, the hypothesis space need to be searched is very large, but it is not enough to accurately learn the target hypothesis as only a few training samples could be used to compare with real samples in the world, which causes the results of learning to be a series of hypotheses that meet the training sets and have approximation accuracy. The hypotheses may well meet the training sets but not hold a good performance in practice, in consequence the choice of only one classify will lead to a big risk. Fortunately, it is able to reduce this risk by considering multiple hypotheses at the same time.
III. MULTIPLE CLASSIFIERS ENSEMBLE BASED ON BAGGING ALGORITHM

A. Selection of Base Classifiers
As is discussed above, an important reason for the success of ensemble classifier algorithm is that a group of different base classifiers are employed. Diversity among a team of classifiers is deemed to be a key issue in classifier ensemble [14] . However, measuring diversity is not specific for there is no widely accepted formal definition. In 1989, Littlewood and Miller proposed that diversity has been recognized as a very important characteristic in classifier combination [15] . However, there is no rigid definition of what is directly perceived as dependence, diversity or orthogonality of classifiers. Many measures of the connection between two classifier outputs are able to be derived from the statistical literature, such as the Q statistics and the correlation coefficient. There are formulas, methods and ideas aiming at quantifying diversity when three or more classifiers are concerned, but little is put on a strict or systematic basis due to lack of a definition. The general anticipation is that designing the base classifiers and the combination technology can be helped by diversity measures.
In the paper, we measure the diversity between 5 types of supervised classifier and use the non-pairwise diversity measures, such as entropy, Kappa measure, KohaviaWolpert variance, etc. be a vector with n features to be labeled [16] .The entropy measure E is defined as Eq. (1) 
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to express the diversity of the predicted class label y for x across training samples, where (
is estimated as an average over different data sets. Averaging over the entire Z , the KW measure of diversity is defined as Eq. (2) 2 1
Let p be the average accuracy of each classification, i.e., 
From Eq. (3), the Kappa value increases with the increase of the correlation between classifiers.
In this paper, J48 classifier, IBk classifier, SMO classifier, Naive Bayes classifier and MLP classifier are selected as the base classifiers. First of all, the five supervised classifiers are introduced briefly. Then, the diversity between these five classifiers is measured by using the non-pairwise diversity measures.
1) J48 Classifier
Decision tree learning construct predictive model as a decision tree, mapping observations about conclusions about an item's target value. Ross Quinlan developed the algorithm of decision tree which called C4.5. C4.5 is an expansion of earlier ID3 algorithm [17] . C4.5 has the same way as ID3 to build decision trees from training data by the concept of information entropy. The method of the construction of decision tree was first derived from Hunt method, which includes two steps [18] . The first step is if there is only one class, the node is a leaf node, otherwise it will enter the next step. The second step is to search for a variable that is to divide the data into two or more subsets of data with higher purity according to the condition of the variable. That is to say, it selects the variable according to local optimality and then returns to the first step. J48 is an open source Java implementation of the C4.5 algorithm in Weka.
The classification rules of the C4.5 algorithm are easy to understand and its accuracy is high. Its main drawback is that it needs to scan and sort the data set repeatedly in the process of constructing the decision tree, which leads to the low efficiency of the algorithm.
2) IBk
The second classification chosen is k-NN. The input of k-NN comprises k closest training sets in the feature space and the output is a class member. An object is classified as a majority of its neighbors, and the object is assigned to the commonest k nearest neighbor. If 1 k  , then the object is assigned to the class of that single nearest neighbor in a nutshell. The training examples, each of which with a class label, are vectors in a multidimensional feature space. In the classification phase, k is a user-defined constant value. The unlabeled vector is classified by attributing the label most frequent among the k training samples nearest to that unknown point. When the training samples are a few, it can simply put the training set as a reference set. When there are many training samples, it can use the existing selection or calculate the prototype of the reference sets. k-NN algorithm has strong adaptability to the tested samples with more overlapping domains.
A commonly used distance metric for continuous variables is Euclidean distance [19] . The length of the line segment connecting points i and j , () ij is the Euclidean distance. In Cartesian coordinates, the distance (d) from i to j , or from j to i when ( , ) (
k-NN is a non parametric classification technique [20] . It has higher classification accuracy to unknown and non normal distribution. It has the advantages of intuitive thinking, high feasible degree and clear concept. It directly uses the relationship between the samples, which can reduce the error probability of the classification and avoid unnecessary trouble. Of course, it is a kind of lazy learning method. It has the disadvantages of slow classification speed and strong dependence on sample size.
3) Sequential Minimal Optimization Classifier
SMO is get from the idea of decomposition algorithm to the extreme for solving the optimization problem [21] . It is an iterative algorithm to break the problem into some smallest possible sub-problems, of which the most prominent place is that the optimization problem of two data points can be obtained analytically. Therefore, there is no need to take twice planning optimization algorithm as a part of the algorithm. Each step of SMO selects two elements to optimize [22] . The optimal values of two parameters need to be found and updated the corresponding vectors on the premise that other parameters have been fixed. In spite of more iterations needed to converge, there is an increase in the number of speed because the operation of each iteration is very small.
Based on the principle of structural risk minimization and VC dimension theory of statistical learning theory, Support vector machine (SVM) finds the best balance between the learning ability and the complexity of the model by a certain samples, so as to get the best promotion ability. Compared with the traditional artificial neural network, SVM has the advantages of simple structure. It increases a lot in the generalization performance and solves the local optimum problem which could not be avoided in the neural network. SVM can solve the problems of small collective samples, high dimension and nonlinear. It has a lot of special properties to ensure that the generalization ability in learning period is better. At the same time, it also averts the problem of dimension.
4) Naive Bayes
Naive Bayes classifier is a simple probabilistic classifier based on Bayes' theorem, which has a strong independent assumption [23] . Bayes' theorem is based on the prior probability of a given class known, and then it uses the Bayes formula to calculate the posterior probability. Finally, the class that has the largest posterior probability is selected as the class of object.
In the theory, Naive Bayes is a conditional probability model: suppose the sample space of experiment E to be S , represented by 12 . Using Bayes' theorem, the conditional probability is able to be calculated as Eq. (5) 
A clear distinction between Naive Bayes and other learning methods is that it does not explicitly search possible hypothesis space. Naive Bayes algorithm takes less time and considers the logic relatively simple. Naive Bayes algorithm also has a high degree of feasibility and the characteristics of logic and high stability.
5) Multilayer Perceptron
An artificial neural network is a simulation of biological neural network system which are used to evaluate or approximate functions that can depend on a large number of simple computing units connected in some form to form a network [24] . In the stage of network learning, network achieves the correspondence between input samples and correct sample by adjusting the weights. The neural network has a strong ability to identify and classify the input samples, which is to find out the segmentation regions each of which belongs to a class meeting the classification requirements through sample space in fact. A MLP is a feedforward ANN model, which can be regarded as a mapping :
What makes a MLP different from other neural network is that a number of neurons use a nonlinear activation function. Learning happens in the perceptron by altering the weight between neurons after each training sample is processed, based on the comparison between the output of the error and the expected results.
Compared with other algorithms, neural network has the advantages of high capacity of noise data, and it has a very good performance for the classification of the training data. Different numbers and types of classifiers are used to measure their diversity. The results are shown in TABLE I. 
B. Multiple Classifiers Ensemble based on Bagging Algorithm
Bagging algorithm is a kind of ensemble learning method improving the classification by combining classifications with randomly selecting training sets, which proposed by Breiman in 1994 [25] . If there is a training set of size m , it is practicable to draw m random instances from it with replacement. The m instances are able to be learned, and this process can be duplicated several times. Some duplicates and omissions are contained in the instance compared to the initial training set, since the draw is with replacement. Through the process, each cycle results in a classifier. According to the construction of several classifiers, the forecast of each classifier will be a vote to influence the final forecast.
Algorithm: Bagging algorithm Input:
1. T , the number of models in the ensemble;
3.
L , a classification learning scheme (J48, IBk, SMO, Naive Bayes and MLP).
4.
Output: The ensemble ---a composite model, For each sample set, the probability is 1 (1 1/ ) m m  . For large m , the unique examples will be 1 1/ 63.2% e  and the rest will be duplicates.
The T models are fitted using the above T kinds of samples which known as a bootstrap sample and combined by casting votes. It has the correct classification rate
. Based on bagging algorithm, the probability of correct classification can be as Eq. (6) '
It can be seen from the correct rate that the result of bagging algorithm is better than the results obtained by a single prediction function.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Experiments for Public Data Sets
In order to evaluate the performance of multiple classifiers ensemble based on bagging algorithm, five public data sets from UCI machine learning repository named "Image segment", "german_credit", "hepatitis", "ionosphere" and "soybean" are used in this part. For example, "Image segmentation" data set has 19 continuous attributes, 210 training samples and 2100 test samples. It was randomly selected instances from a database of 7 outdoor images and each instance is a 3x3 region. The images were segmented to create a classification for each pixel. The classes of the "Image segmentation" data set are brickface, cement, foliage, sky, path, window and grass. The general information of other data sets, such as the number of instances, the number of attributes and the number of classes are shown in TABLE II. Before calculating the classification accuracy, some approaches are chosen to data cleaning as a process. It not only ensures the degree of uniformity and accuracy of the data set, but also makes the data set more conducive to the implementation of the mining process by changing the internal structure and content of the data file. The data preprocessing not only improves the quality of the data sample set but also improves the quality of the data mining algorithm and reduces the running time.
For neural network backpropagation algorithm, normalization helps speed up the learning phase after normalizing the input values for each attribute. If using a distance-based method, normalization can help prevent attributes with originally large ranges from overweighting attributes with originally smaller ranges. Considering the classifiers chosen, we use min-max normalization to preprocess the data. In the attributes of Image segmentation data set, the values of region-centroid-col, region-centroid-row, region-pixel-count, short-line- (7) min ' max min Fig.2, Fig, 3, Fig, 4 , Fig.5 and Fig. 6 are the visualization of the above five data sets using a scatterplot matrix. It can be seen from TABLE III, for "Image segment" data set, the average classification accuracy of IBk classifier is significantly higher than the other four kinds of base classifiers, reaching 97.1%; as for "german_credit" data set, the average classification accuracy of Naive Bayes reaches 75.6%; for "hepatitis" data set and "soybean" data set, the average classification accuracy of SMO classifier is higher than the other four kinds of base classifiers, reaching 85.1% and 93.8% respectively; in the experiment of "ionosphere" data set, the average classification accuracy of J48 classifier reaches 91.4%, however the average classification accuracy of IBk algorithm, SMO algorithm, Naive Bayes algorithm and MLP algorithm are 86.3%, 88.6%, 82.6%, 91.1%, respectively.
It can be seen that, for different data sets, the results of the classification accuracy are different, because the performance of the base classifiers are different. There is no one kind of classifier has absolute advantage. This is also the purpose of this experiment. Based on the difference and information complementarity between the base classifiers, it combines different classifiers with bagging algorithm and gives full play to the advantages of each base classifier. From the experimental data of TABLE III, the average classification accuracy of ensemble learning algorithm based on the above five kinds of classifiers is higher than the average classification accuracy using one of the base classifiers separately. It can be seen that the results of the five data sets using bagging algorithms for classification respectively are 97.2%, 76.1%, 85.8%, 92.0%, 94.7%.
B. Experiments for Remote Sensing Image Data Sets
In order to further illustrate the performance of our method on real remote sensing images, we selected some real remote sensing images as training data. There are 684 instances which are divided into four classes, including resident, paddy field water and vegetation area. Some training samples of each class are shown in Fig.7 , Fig.8 , Fig.9 and Fig.10 . The same as five public data sets, remote sensing image data set uses min-max normalization to deal with the original data of 22 attributes, including variance, skewness, prominence, energy, absolute value and texture energy of each order. Fig.11 shows visualization of the remote sensing image data set using a scatter-plot matrix.
Then C4.5 algorithm, k-NN algorithm, SVM algorithm, Naive Bayes algorithm, ANN algorithm and ensemble learning algorithm are used to classify remote sensing image data set separately. Table IV shows average classification accuracy of using the J48 classifier, IBk classifier, SMO classifier, Naive Bayes classifier, MLP classifier and bagging classifier for remote sensing image data set. From TABLE IV, the average classification accuracy of using the J48 classifier, IBk classifier, SMO classifier, Naive Bayes classifier, MLP classifier and bagging classifier for remote sensing image data set are 81.2%, 78.6%, 86.5%, 85.1%, 86.9%, successively. As for the result of bagging algorithm, it rises to 89.1%, which is nearly 2% higher than MLP, which performs best as a single classifier in base classifiers. It may be deduced that as for texture images classification, ensemble learning is a promising approach which could acquire the satisfied results in practice.
V. CONCLUSION
In order to improve the classification accuracy of remote sensing image, our method uses ensemble learning to combine the classifiers of J48, IBk, sequential minimal optimization, Naive Bayes and multilayer perceptron, which classify the data sets by straight voting. At last, five set of public data and real remote sensing images are selected to verify the results. The experimental results show that multiple classifier ensemble can effectively improve the classification accuracy of textural remote sensing images. However, in the paper, classifiers are integrated with the sample mode, in the future, some better way would be employed .
